Common chromosomal fragile site FRA16D tumor suppressor WWOX gene expression and metabolic reprograming in cells.
The WWOX gene spans the FRA16D common chromosomal fragile site and is able to suppress tumor growth. FRA16D is a frequent site of DNA instability in cancer resulting in reduced levels of WWOX expression. Altered levels of WWOX have been shown to affect metabolism. Whereas metabolic reprograming of cells from oxidative phosphorylation to aerobic glycolysis is a major hallmark of tumors, the relationship between common chromosomal fragile site genes and altered metabolism has been unclear. Here we report that altering metabolism from glycolysis to oxidative phosphorylation causes stable increase in steady-state levels of transcripts of the WWOX gene. Consistent with this, exposure to hypoxic conditions, in which cells rely on glycolysis, causes a downregulation of WWOX mRNA. The function of WWOX is therefore intimately integrated with metabolism, as WWOX not only contributes to the metabolic state of cells, its transcript levels are also linked to intracellular metabolic state.